
 By Sue Gwise, Consumer Horticulture Educator 

Before winter settles in, the trunks of newly planted and young trees should be protected. There are two 
types of winter injury that can severely damage young trees, and may even lead to their demise.   

Frost cracks or sunscald occur on the south and southwest facing surfaces of tree trunks. Young trees with 
thin, smooth bark are especially susceptible (maple, crabapple, fruit trees, beech, birch, cherry, poplar, white 
pine, and weeping willow). On sunny winter days, the sun warms the tree trunk on the south facing side. This 
warming may raise the temperature of the exposed side by as much as 20 degrees Celsius. As the 
temperature drops after sunset, the bark rapidly cools and cracks. Repeated warming and cooling cycles will 
cause the bark and the cambium layer beneath it to dry out. Eventually, the bark separates from the wood 
and falls away. The death of the cambium in sun scalded areas will weaken the tree and interfere with its 
ability to move water and nutrients. The exposed sapwood that is left behind is susceptible to invasion by 
opportunistic pathogens that cause decay, dieback, and cankers. Insects such as earwigs and ants may invade 
the wound, thus spreading any disease.  

Now is the time to prevent sunscald. Wrap the trunks of susceptible trees with a protective tree wrap. 
Usually made of plastic or fabric, tree wraps are white in color in order to reflect the sun. Tree wrap is 
available at most garden centers. Remember to remove the wrap from the tree in the spring. 

Rodent and rabbit damage may also occur over the winter. Mice and voles may chew on the trunk under the 
snow. The damage isn’t visible until the snow melts and by then it is probably too late. This type of rodent 
activity is exacerbated if mulch is piled up against the tree trunk. This situation makes an excellent home for 
small critters with a ready-made food source (the tree trunk). Mulch should NEVER touch the tree trunk! 
Similar damage from rabbits occurs higher on the trunk since they sit on top of the snow and chew on the 
trunk. 

This type of damage cuts off the vascular system of the tree. Come spring, water  and stored nutrients cannot 
move up from the roots. These wounds can also lead to disease and insect infestation. If the damage 
completely encircles the circumference of the trunk, the tree will die. 

Protect young tree trunks before winter by placing tree guards or chicken wire around the trunk. These 
protective items should also be removed in the spring to allow for trunk expansion. 

Keep in mind that older and mature trees do not require this type of protection. Their bark is hard and less 
nutritious for chewing critters. Mature bark is also thick so sunscald and frost cracks are less likely to occur. 
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Contact us for more information at 315-788-8450  

or jefferson@cornell.edu. 
 

Visit our website at www.ccejefferson.org. 
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